Abstract. Function-described graphs (FDGs) have been introduced very recently as a representation of an ensemble of attributed relational graphs (ARGs) for structural pattern recognition 1, 2]. In this paper, the relationship between FDGs and Random Graphs 3] is analysed and the synthesis process of FDGs is studied, whereas the matching process between FDGs and ARGs is discussed elsewhere 4]. Two procedures are described to synthesize an FDG from a set of commonly labelled ARGs or FDGs, respectively. Then, a general incremental method to synthesize an FDG from a sequence of unlabelled ARGs is proposed. Speci c methods are obtained when an ARG-to-FDG matching algorithm is selected to nd optimal morphisms.
Introduction
Attributed relational graphs (ARGs) are used in some pattern recognition tasks to represent both structural and semantic information of complex objects 5, 6] . Random graphs were proposed by Wong et al. 3, 7] for modelling classes of patterns described by ARGs, through a high-order joint probability space of random variables. However, to apply them in practical problems, the dimensionality of this space must be reduced and random graphs simpli ed by making some strong assumptions about the statistical independence of random nodes and edges 3, 8] . Since relevant structural information, such as the presence or absence of nodes and edges, is embedded in the probabilities of the random variables, the independence assumptions may lead to improper structural generalizations when synthesizing a random graph from a set of ARGs.
To overcome this problem, function-described graphs (FDGs) have been introduced recently as a new representation for a set of ARGs 1, 2] . It is shown here that FDGs can be seen as a di erent type of simpli cation of the general random graphs in which some structural constraints are recorded. On the other hand, both incremental 8] and non-incremental 3] clustering methods have been proposed to build a hierarchy of random graphs, that are synthesized from a given set of ARGs and represent the di erent classes and sub-classes of patterns included in the input data. In this paper, the synthesis process of FDGs is studied and a general incremental algorithm is given to synthesize an FDG from a sequence of ARGs belonging to a common class.
Attributed relational graphs and random graphs
The de nitions given in this section come from several previous works 3], 5]-8], and they are rewritten here (using a convenient notation) as necessary background for the de nition of function-described graphs in the next section.
Let v = fv k j k = 1; : : :; ng be a set of vertices (or nodes), and let e = fe ij j i; j 2 f1; : : :; ngg be a set of edges (or arcs), where the arc e ij connects vertices v i and v j . Let Z v = fz i j i = 1; : : :; tg be a nonempty nite set of attribute names for the attributes in a vertex, and for each z i in Z v let D vi denote the corresponding domain of attribute values. Similarly, let Z e = fz 0 i j i = A random graph is a graph structure with randomly varying vertex and arc attribute values 3, 7] . Any ARG obtained by instantiating all random vertices and random arcs is called an outcome graph of the random graph. Hence, a random graph represents the set of all possible ARGs that can be outcome graphs of it. Next, a more precise de nition is given.
Let denote a null value for attributed vertices and arcs. Let ! = v f g and " = e f g. A (general) random graph is de ned to be a tuple R = ( ! ; " ; ! ; " ; ! ; " ; P), where ( ! ; " ) is the underlying graph structure, ! : ! ! ! where ! is a set of random variables with values in ! (random vertices), " : " ! " where " is a set of random variables with values in " (random arcs), and P is a joint probability distribution P( 1 ; : : :; n ; 1 ; : : :; m ) of all random vertices f i j i = ! (! i ); 1 i ng and random arcs f j j j = " (" kl ); 1 j mg.
Let C(R) be the set of all outcome graphs of a random graph R. For each G 2 C(R), a probability measure P R (G) is given by the sum of the joint probabilities of random vertices and arcs over all instantiations which produce G, and any such instantiation is associated with a structural isomorphism : G 0 ! R, where G 0 is the extension of G to the order of R obtained by adding null vertices and arcs appropriately 4 . Let G = ( v ; e ; v ; e ; v ; e ) be an ARG in C(R) for a random graph R = ( ! ; " ; ! ; " ; ! ; " ; P), and let G be oriented with respect to R by isomorphism : G 0 ! R. For each vertex ! i of R, let v k = ?1 (! i ) and then de ne a i = v (v k ) if v k is non-null and a i = otherwise. Similarly, for each arc " j of R, let e kl = ?1 (" j ) and then de ne b j = e (e kl ) if e kl is non-null and b j = otherwise. Then, the probability of G to be an outcome of R with orientation is given by
General random graphs are absolutely impractical due to the di culty in estimating and handling the high-order joint probability distribution P, where all primitives and their relations are taken jointly. Consequently, a strong simpli cation must be made to allow their use in practical cases. Wong et al. 3, 7] proposed the class of rst-order random graphs for real applications, in which the following assumptions are made:
(i) the random vertices f i g are mutually independent; (ii) given values for the random vertices f i g, the random arcs f j g are independent; (iii) a random arc j is independent of any random vertex other than its endpoints k and l (where j is the random variable assigned to the edge " kl connecting vertices ! k and ! l ). Based on the above assumptions, (1) becomes
where p i (a) = Pr( i = a), p j (b j a j1 ; a j2 ) = Pr( j = b j j1 = a ji ; j2 = a j2 ), and j1 ; j2 refer to the random vertices for the endpoints of the random arc j . Therefore, only the probability density functions p i (a); 1 i n; and p j (b j a j1 ; a j2 ); 1 j m; must be estimated. Wong et al. also introduced an entropy measure for a rst-order random graph and used it in the de nition of distance and similarity measures for ARGs and random graphs 3, 7] . 4 Without the extension of G to G 0 , the mapping : G ! R would be a monomorphism.
3 Function-described graphs (FDGs)
An important drawback of rst-order random graphs, which is due to assumptions (i) and (ii), is that the structural information in a set of sample ARGs is not well preserved in the graph synthesized from them. For example, if C is a set of ARGs describing di erent perspective views of an object O, many of the outcome graphs of the random graph synthesized from C will represent impossible views of O (just from the topological point of view, without further consideration of the attributes of primitives and relations). The function-described graphs introduced by Serratosa and Sanfeliu 1, 2] (and rede ned next) can be seen as a di erent type of simpli cation of the general random graphs, in which both random vertices and arcs are not assumed to be mutually independent, at least with regards to the structural information. On the other hand, the conditional probabilities of the random arcs p j (b j a j1 ; a j2 ) included in rst-order random graphs are hard to estimate, and they are converted into marginal probability density functions p j (b) in FDGs, but taking into account that an edge cannot occur if any of its two endpoints does not occur, i.e. p j (b) = Pr( j = b j j1 6 = ; j2 6 = ). As in 8], the underlying assumption is that the probability of any outcome of a random edge is the same regardless of the actual non-null outcomes of the endpoints.
A function-described graph or FDG is formally de ned as a tuple F = ( ! ; " ; ! ; " ; ! ; " ; R ! ; R " ; A ! ; A " ; C ! ; C " ), where ( ! ; " ; ! ; " ; ! ; " ) are as in a random graph, so that there is a set of random vertices f i j i = ! (! i ); ! i 2 ! ; 1 i ng with values in ! = v f g and a set of random arcs f j j j = " (" kl ); " kl 2 " ; 1 j mg with values in " = e f g; R ! , R " are the (marginal) probability density functions for nodes and edges, respectively, i.e. R ! = fp i (a); 1 i ng and R " = fp j (b); 1 j mg; A ! , A " are the so-called antagonistic node and antagonistic arc functions, where A ! : ! ! ! f0; 1g, A ! (! i ; ! j ) = 1 , Pr( i 6 = ^ j 6 = ) = 0, A " : " " ! f0; 1g, A " (" kl ; " pq ) = 1 , " (" kl ) = i^ " (" pq ) = j^P r( i 6 = ^ j 6 = ) = 0; as complementary information, C ! , C " are the co-occurrent node and co-occurrent arc functions, where C ! : ! ! ! f0; 1g, C ! (! i ; ! j ) = 1 , Pr( i 6 = ^ j = ) = Pr( i = ^ j 6 = ) = 0, C " : " " ! f0; 1g, C " (" kl ; " pq ) = 1 , " (" kl ) = i^ " (" pq ) = j^P r( i 6 = ^ j = ) = Pr( i = ^ j 6 = ) = 0. In addition, it is assumed that for every arc " kl 2 " (connecting vertices ! k and ! l ) and its corresponding random variable j = " (" kl ), it follows that Pr( j 6 = j k = ) = Pr( j 6 = j l = ) = 0, where k and l are the random variables associated with vertices ! k and ! l .
Note that the functions A ! ; A " ; C ! ; C " , which can be represented as symmetric boolean matrices, incorporate structural dependencies between vertices and arcs that can be used as constraints in the processes of ARG generation and recognition. If two nodes of an FDG are antagonistic (A ! (! i ; ! j ) = 1) then they cannot be instantiated to a non-null vertex at the same time in an outcome graph of the FDG, whereas if they are co-occurrent (C ! (! i ; ! j ) = 1) then whenever one of them is instantiated to a non-null vertex, the other one must be instantiated too. The same applies to antagonistic and co-occurrent arcs in an FDG. It is likewise assumed that all the constraints in A ! ; A " ; C ! ; C " are mutually consistent; for instance, it two arcs are antagonistic then the vertices connected by them cannot be co-occurrent.
The probability density functions of random vertices in R ! can be used, either directly or indirectly, to provide measures of the compatibility between an attributed node of an ARG and a node of the FDG, which can be employed, in turn, in the process of labelling an ARG with respect to the FDG 4]. A similar argument applies to the probability density functions of random arcs in R " . In practice, the probability density functions fp i (a); 1 i ng and fp j (b); 1 j mg can be represented by discrete approximations (histograms). Furthermore, if the number of vertex attributes t or the number of arc attributes s is greater than 1, then it might be di cult to represent the joint probability of the di erent attribute values, and an additional simpli cation might be made by assuming a statistical independence among the di erent attributes. In such a case, p i (a) = p i (a 1 ; : : :; a t ) = Q t k=1 p ik (a k ), where p ik is a marginal probability density function for the k-th attribute of random vertex i , and p j (b) = p j (b 1 ; : : :; b s ) = Q s k=1 p jk (b k ), where p jk is a probability density function for the k-th attribute of random arc j (given non-null endpoints). The mutual independence of attributes was also assumed in 8].
FDGs, as random graphs, are able to describe an ensemble of ARGs. We will see in the following sections how to synthesize an FDG from a set of ARGs that supposedly belong to the same class of structural patterns and can thus be regarded as positive examples of the outcome graphs of an unknown target FDG describing the class. The FDG resulting from the synthesis process must cover the sample ARGs and perform some "plausible" generalization of the examples. As in 3], the synthesis from a set of graphs with commonly labelled vertices and arcs will be discussed rstly and later the synthesis from unlabelled ARGs. each ARG G i is previously extended to an isomorphic complete graph G 0 i of order n. The arc labellings are also assumed to be consistent across all graphs in D, i.e. the arc from the vertex labelled i to the vertex labelled j (i < j) has the same label k in all graphs, e.g. k = (j ? i) + P i?1 f=1 (n ? f).
An FDG F = ( ! ; " ; ! ; " ; ! ; " ; R ! ; R " ; A ! ; A " ; C ! ; C " ) can be synthesized from D and 0 in a straightforward manner. F includes a complete underlying graph structure with a set of n vertices ! = f! 1 ; : : :; ! n g and a set of n(n ? 1) arcs " = f" 12 ; : : :; " (n?1)n g. Each vertex ! i 2 ! is associated with a random variable i = ! (! i ) with values in ! = v f g and each arc " kl 2 " is associated with a random variable j = " (" kl 0 otherwise (7) C " (" i1i2 ; " j1j2 ) = 
Synthesis of FDGs from labelled FDGs
Let D = fF 1 ; F 2 ; : : :; F h g be a set of FDGs independently synthesized from disjoint subsets of a class of ARGs with common homogeneous domains for attributed vertices and arcs. Let F k = ( !k ; "k ; ! ; " ; !k ; "k ; R !k ; R "k ; A !k ; A "k ; C !k ; C "k ), for 1 k h. For each FDG F k , the number of ARGs from which it was formed, z k , is stored together with the value of the denominator in Eq.(4), let us call it u k j , for each random arc k j of F k .
Assume that there are given labelling schemes k = ( !k : !k ! L ! ; "k : "k ! L " ); k = 1; : : :; h, mapping the vertices and arcs of the FDGs F k into common label sets L ! = f1; : : :; ng and L " = f1; : : :; n(n ? 1)g, such that all !k and "k are injective and all arc labellings are consistent throughout the set D. If the order of some FDG F k is less than n, then F k can be extended to an isomorphic complete FDG F 0 k of order n by adding null vertices and arcs: if ! i is an added null vertex, p i ( ) = 1, A ! (! i ; ! j ) = 1 for all vertices ! j , C ! (! i ; ! j ) = 1 if ! j is a null vertex and C ! (! i ; ! j ) = 0 otherwise; similar de nitions are applied in the case of an added null arc. Therefore, the labelling schemes k can be extended to bijective mappings 0
0 "k ! L " ); k = 1; : : :; h, whenever each FDG F k is previously extended to an isomorphic complete FDG F 0 k of order n. An FDG F = ( ! ; " ; ! ; " ; ! ; " ; R ! ; R " ; A ! ; A " ; C ! ; C " ) can be synthesized now from the FDGs F 0 k and the common labelling 0 as follows. F includes a complete underlying graph structure with a set of n vertices ! = f! 1 ; : : :; ! n g with corresponding random variables f i ; 1 i ng; and a set of n(n ? 1) arcs " = f" 12 ; : : :; " (n?1)n g with corresponding random variables f j ; 1 j n(n ? 1) 
The antagonistic node and arc functions A ! , A " , as well as the co-occurrent node and arc functions C ! , C " , are all readily calculated, since they are given by the logical and of the corresponding functions in the FDGs F k :
A " (" i1i2 ; " j1j2 ) = ĥ k=1
A "k (" k i1i2 ; " k j1j2 ); (14)
5 Synthesis of FDGs from unlabelled ARGs Algorithm 1 shows the incremental method that is proposed to synthesize an FDG from a sequence of ARGs without an a-priori common labelling. The algorithm uses the procedure described in Section 4.1 to transform an ARG G into an equivalent FDG H whose only outcome graph is G, as well as the procedure described in Section 4.2 to synthesize an FDG from two FDGs for which a common labelling is known. The synthesis method relies on (and is parametrized by) a matching algorithm M(G; F) that is supposed to return an optimal labelling between an ARG G and an FDG F according to some given optimization criterion. Several such algorithms M may be used. For instance, a method M 1 is de ned by minimizing the increment of entropy resulting from the merge of F and (an FDG equivalent to) G 3, 8] ; note that an entropy measure, re ecting the variability of outcome graphs, can be computed for any FDG based on the probability density functions in R ! and R " similarly to the case of random graphs 7].
An alternative method M 2 is de ned by maximizing a matching quality using a relaxation labelling scheme with a support function that involves both local attributes and contextual information 4]. A drawback of the above incremental approach is that, given a set of unlabelled ARGs fG 1 ; : : :; G m g, di erent FDGs could be synthesized from them depending on the order of presentation. To infer a unique FDG, a hierarchical synthesis process could be followed by merging successively pairs of FDGs with minimal distance, as in 3], whenever a distance measure between FDGs could be computed. Such a distance measure may be given by the minimal increment of entropy yielded by the synthesis of two FDGs (similarly to random graphs 3]) or derived from the matching quality of an optimal labelling found through relaxation 4].
Conclusions
FDGs are a type of compact representation of a set of ARGs that borrow from random graphs the capability of probabilistic modelling of structural and attribute information, while improving the capacity of rst-order random graphs to record structural relationships that consistently appear through the data. The synthesis of an FDG from a set of commonly labelled graphs, either ARGs or FDGs, has been described precisely. Then, a general incremental algorithm to synthesize an FDG from a sequence of unlabelled ARGs has been proposed (assuming that the input graphs constitute a sample of a single class of patterns). Speci c synthesis methods are obtained when an ARG-to-FDG matching algorithm is selected to nd optimal labellings. An e cient matching method based on relaxation labelling that uses a new support function is reported elsewhere 4], which may be applied in the synthesis process. Both non-incremental synthesis and clustering of ARGs using FDGs may be approached by a hierarchical process that requires a distance measure between FDGs, but these problems have not been discussed enough here because they need further study.
